Administration, staff, and security wages also up

Faculty salary raises help boost tuition

by John Sullivan

Forty-four percent of revenue from all college tuition increases will finance faculty salary raises for next year, based on a six percent increase in faculty salary expenditures, according to Vice-President and Treasurer Francis X. Flannery.

Deans Michael R. Ronayne of Liberal Arts and Sciences and Richard McDowell of Business Administration asked for seven percent increases but Flannery said that six percent was all that he could give them. Flannery said that Law School Dean David Sargent submitted a six percent request after he told the dean what increase would be possible.

Professor Dennis Outwater, President of the Suffolk University chapter of the American Association of University Professors, a faculty representative group, recommended that the Board of Trustees grant an average 9.6 percent salary increase for Liberal Arts and Sciences' faculty. The Business School Faculty Life Committee asked an eight percent increase for Liberal Arts and Sciences' faculty. The Stabilization Committee recommended a salary raise was set as a goal "subject to availability of resource level."

Flannery said that a final decision on the percent of faculty salary increases will come at the April 13 meeting of the Board of Trustees.

Fifty-six percent of the money from the tuition increase would go to over all university salaries, which included the slice for faculty, according to Flannery. Other figures were: four percent each for administration, staff, and security services.

SGA committee formed to probe tuition increase

by Kim Todd

The Student Government Association voted to establish a Tuition Stabilization Committee to investigate the recent tuition increase.

Senior class Vice-President James Brown, who originated the idea was named chairman of the new committee by President Michael Powers.

"There is money out there. I feel they have become very lax. The Board of Trustees should get this situation in hand," commented representative John Bartley.

"I feel the SGA must try to do something, or we will be letting the students down," said a representative. "The undergraduate space has decreased from 60,000 to 40,000 square feet. Suffolk does not have the facilities to justify the increase."

Many SGA members opposed the idea of a boycott. "SGA tried to do something last year. Having a boycott with only ten people isn't going to work," remarked junior class Vice-President Karen Kelleher.

Others mentioned that the boycott could be a serious mistake. "To take an aggressive act could only cause more defense and aggression from the faculty and administration," stated Brown.

Freshman class representative "Bugsy" Moran said, "They are not out to rip off the students. I feel they have justified the price hike. Screaming up and down halls is not going to solve anything."

Before closing discussion the SGA decided to write a protest letter to the Board of Trustees to express disapproval for not being informed of the increase.

HELP bill hearing set

by Kevin Vols

Testimony concerning a bill asking for an increase of $1.5 million in additional state funding for the Higher Education Loan Program (HELP), is expected to be heard at a State House public hearing this week.

"This," says Representative James G. Collins, (D-Amherst), who introduced the bill, is a measure to counterbalance the increase in the cost of living and to include more eligible students.

Collins is hopeful of involving more banks into the program as well, by offering them an interest subsidy of up to three percent in addition to interest already being paid to them by the federal government and the student to whom the money is lent.

Currently, HELP loans, which are state-sponsored and available to low-income students through participating banks at reduced interest rates, is operating on a budget of approximately $11 million.

Also expected to be heard this week is testimony concerning a bill that would exempt students in non-profit educational institutions from paying the meals tax. The bill was introduced by Senator George Rogers, (D-Bristol, Plymouth), but informed sources admit that the chance of the bill's passing is slim.

In memoriam

John J. Casey Jr., 18, (Business, '80) died Tuesday at New England Medical Center after a long illness. A lifelong resident of Hyde Park, Mr. Casey was a 1976 graduate of Don Bosco Technical High School in Boston.

He leaves his parents, John J. and Cecelia (Hannon); two sisters, Mary and Eileen, and a brother, Michael Casey, all of Hyde Park.
Suffolk's twenty-five dollar graduation fee is not outrageous, but justifiable. Sure, several seniors begrudged the fact of having to scrape together their last nickels and dimes to pay for the money by March 1. But we must accept the reality now that a college education is no longer a "momentary" bargain — rather, it is an inflationary one, subject to annual hikes.

Suffolk's graduation fee is competitive with the other universities in the Boston area. Northeastern charges a $25 graduation fee (tuition there is even higher — $2512); Emerson charges a $140 activities fee. In comparison, Suffolk's activities fee is only $25 annually. So the cost of graduation has to come from someone's pocket, so why not from the seniors? They are the ones graduating.

But why a fee at all? Like all the schools contacted, the fee goes towards the financing of the whole commencement program. This includes the invitations, tickets, guest speaker, rental of the facility where the ceremony will be held, diplomas and the caps and gowns.

Therefore, before griping about additional fees, face the reality of inflation. Yes, students, it has even hit the educational domain and will probably continue to plague it annually.

graduation fee to all

Suffolk's Senior Class Representative

Sue Hurley

Senior Class Representative

to the defense

Editor:
As an S.G.A. representative I have witnessed the fine work of not only all SGA committees but also the work of the Investigation Committee headed by John Bartley and Joe Hayes. It is appalling to read that someone like Michael Lebby (2/25 Journal p.2) who probably doesn't even attend SGA meetings or knows the process of SGA would make such slanderous attacks on two people that work so hard for our university.

The Investigation Committee is not only headed by Bartley and Hayes but is also staffed by other representatives such as Patty Foley and Jean DeAngelo who should be credited for their part in the investigation of the double posts.

Presently, I am not a member of the Investigation Committee and I can objectively look at their work and conclude that their work is very beneficial to the SGA.

To my knowledge, Ms. Bonanno was informed about the investigation, thus it was not a personal attack but an attack on the system in which Officer Manager is chosen. Secondly, the prevention of the double posts does not in any way effect Ms. Bonanno.

It is ridiculous to say that "personal conflicts" were involved in such a proposal. I believe Lebby was misguided and uninformed about the situations and his misconceptions about Hayes and Bartley are unjust.

Francesco A. Conte
Freshman Class Representative

Editor:
In regard to the letter condemning Joseph Hayes and John Bartley from Michael Lebby (2/25 Journal p.2) it didn't take a Romantic poet to sense the emotional feeling in the latter part of the letter. Now whatever Mr. Lebby's interests in the matter are, the fact remains that Hayes and Bartley saw injustices at Suffolk and tried to correct them.

To my knowledge, and I do take an interest in what goes on around me at Suffolk, Hayes and Bartley are about the only members of SGA who are actually working to benefit the students of Suffolk, and not the faculty or the Board of Trustees. They are not trying to brown-nose their way into Law School or anywhere else like a few of the other, more popular members of SGA, and they're not looking for a free ride anywhere.

Could Jim Mallozzi handle two offices at once, or was he just trying to pad his record — maybe throw a little more weight around SGA? Is Debbie Bonanno getting paid for performing the duties of an SGA member? Hayes and Bartley were working to cut unnecessary expense here and keep the SGA a democratic organization. Our worst enemies are not the faculty or even the Board of Trustees. They are the cowardly SGA members who are afraid to stand up for the students' rights, and apathetic students who won't support the ones who will.

Joseph Giurleo
History, 79

the real goats

Editor:
The lack of support and apathy toward the S.U. Goats hockey team was best demonstrated by administration members and the student body, when they failed to show interest toward the team.

I expected the student apathy. My peers constantly complain about tuition, curricula and lack of activities, but was not prepared for the non-supportiveness of the administration.

I don't expect the apathy and non-supportiveness of the administration. At any given basketball game in which S.U. is involved one may find many faculty and administrators in attendance. At one hockey game this season, there was one administrative member in attendance, the Director of Student Activities Ken Kelley. With the issue of possible varsity continued to page 7
Harvard's Fairbank on Sino-American Relations

by Janet McCaffrey

"The actions of the West during the last two hundred years are central to the revolution in China — the period of rapid change, that is — and therefore we want to look ahead at what that revolution may be going and how it will affect us."

With the above remarks, Professor John King Fairbank began a talk on "Chinese-American Relations After Mac" which was the first and main event of China Week here at Suffolk University. Speaking to a group of students, faculty members and guests in the President's Conference Room on Tuesday, March 1, 1977, the distinguished sinologist, historian and teacher set out several propositions about the heritage of the Chinese people and the impact of Westerners upon that culture.

Fairbank described early material achievements of China. For example, "Europeans wrote on velum (parchment) about the time of Christ, whereas the Chinese had invented paper. They then began stamping their paper with seals and soon developed the moveable type (about 1000 years before the Gutenberg Bible was printed). By 600 A.D., the famous Chinese Civil Service Examination system was developing."

Fairbank contrasted this development to the European Universities which were "hearing oral examinations up to the time of the French Revolution." However, he pointed out that literacy did spread through Europe, ideas of expansion, science, trade, social change and missionary zeal spread also. "In China, (possibly), the early development of a high civilization led to orthodoxy, they got muscle-bound, their system of learning allowed no flexibility."

"By the 1400s the West was dynamic and China was inert in its way of life and method of government. For the first time China was outclassed intellectually."

The Revolution in China "got rid of the outdated monarchy, and started a republic — which didn't work out," Fairbank explained. "Next, party dictatorship developed and Mao Tsetung was the man with a vision for a new China policy [civil organization]." Fairbank asserts the major problem that exists for China today is "whether to choose (1) economic development, and risk the danger of creating a new elite ruling class, or (2) to opt to continue the social revolution which allows for participation of the people in government but avoids a centralised economy to meet this end and hence lowers the standard of living."

Responding to a question about China's future, Fairbanks noted, "In China there is a strong sense of unity of the culture and state, territory and people. This sense of indestructibility will carry into the future. China will know how to manipulate — diplomatically — outsiders for purposes of stability but not with the idea of conquest of areas that are not Chinese. The doctrine of state aims at expansion rather than stability not expansion. China may be a model for the Third World and in that sense offer help, but not with any interest in the Third World for China. Rather their model will pose as a mitigating influence against western models of government. I do not see China as a very upsetting international actor rather as a stabilizing one."

Fairbank has been a member of the Harvard faculty since 1936 and founded the East Asia Research Center there in 1955. He has traveled extensively in China, first as a Rhodes scholar at Peiping in 1932 and later as a recipient of Rockefeller and Guggenheim foundation fellowships. During WWII, he was Special Assistant to the American Ambassador at Chungking (1942-43) and Director of the United States Information Service in China (1945-46). In 1972 he spent six weeks in the Peoples' Republic of China. Fairbank is the author of more than twenty books on topics concerning China and the United States and is working on a fourteen volume Cambridge History of China. In April, The New York Review of Books will carry another of his reviews about books on Asia.

Fairbank's appearance here was sponsored by the Suffolk University History Society in conjunction with the History of China course taught by Dr. Ioe Pang.

Suffolk plots a "great escape"

by Susan Beland

T-minus 14 days and counting! Do you have clearance for take-off for Flordia, Bermuda or some other getaway for the Spring Break? During that important eight-day recovery period, you may want to revitalize. Several on-campus organizations have special activities planned. In addition, two outside travel agencies (which post advertisements at Suffolk) still have some vacancies available for trips to Daytona, Florida. So, it is not too late to make last minute arrangements.

Suffolk student Keith Sexton is coordinating a Daytona excursion through Beachcomber Tours, Inc., from March 18-27. There are two options on prices: round trip motor coach, $142 or $208 round trip Jet Flight. Amounts are based on quad occupancy. Participants will stay at the Summit Beach Motel on the oceanfront.

This tour provides an entertainment package including free admission to three local bars, free beer for one hour every night and two "hot dog roasts." Optional activities for an additional cost are also available. Limited space is yet available.

Suffolk's Spring Break Tour to Daytona Beach ten days and nine nights (during our break) which includes a round-trip bus ride and beachside accommodations at the Holiday Inn. Extras include a pool party with free beer and barbecue and entertainment discounts. A $25 non-refundable deposit is required and a 20% tax on the total cost. Sunset also lists optional expeditions to Disney World and Cypress Gardens.

Florida, during college week, usually means beer, warmth, beach, swimming, beer, romance, beer, parties and more beer. If this kind of extravaganza does not sound inviting there are other possibilities. Phi Alpha Tau, the Forensic fraternity has scheduled an eight-day sojourn to Bermuda. The cost includes a regular air fare flight and sleeping quarters at small apartments in Warwick (just outside Hamilton). The advertisements say, "Bermuda is another world."

Once on the island the Bermuda Chamber of Commerce provides many social activities for the visiting college students, such as beach parties and boone cruises. Phi Alpha Tau offers student recitals, skits, MC'ing. . . $500 in prizes for student winner in each category. For particulars, please contact Sharon Potter, F356, Modern Language Department before March 11.

TALENT CONTEST TO BE HELD AT THE SPRING FEST — MAY 13TH, 8 P.M.

CELEBRATING THE END OF CLASSES.

Entertain with your songs and dances, recitals, skits, MC'ing... $500 IN PRIZES FOR STUDENTS Register before Friday, March 4 Modern Language Dept. office, F406

LAST CALL to sign up for the Spring Fest Design Contest Stage Decoration • Posters • Programs Invitations • Diploma Lettering $125 prize for student winner in each category. For particulars, please contact Sharon Potter, F356, Modern Language Department before March 11.

10am-11pm
Mon. Tues.
Wed. Thurs.
Fri. Sat.

Specializing in Quality food

Primo's Italia Sub Shop
all orders prepared to take-out

10am-11pm
Sun. 4:00-11:00

28 Myrtle St.
Beacon Hill, BOSTON

742-5458
by John Sullivan

The Vice-Chairman of the State Legislature's Joint Education Committee said it is inaccuracies of reporters that bothers legislators, in an informal address in the journalism workshop last Friday.

Rep. Anthony Michael Gallugi (D-Wakefield), discussing the relationship between press and politics also noted they should first learn the system that if they want to go into the profession they should first learn the system. "That's all any politician can ask of the press."

Farren Jr., galloping that bothers legislators, in an informal address in the journalism workshop last Friday, discussing the relationship between press and politics also noted they should first learn the system that if they want to go into the profession they should first learn the system. "That's all any politician can ask of the press."

Suffolk University pitched in with the new incident reports that "tells us what's happening around here, tells us where we should put our officers, to cut down on a certain crime, and shows us general trends of various incidents that occur throughout the year," according to Security Chief Edward F. Farren Jr.

The new incident reports are broken down into separate sheets that describe the categories of crimes committed, ranging from bomb threats to robbery, and are recorded on a separate sheet and give detailed information on the nature of the crime, where and when it happened.

"This way we can alert our officers to a certain section of the building to cut down on a certain crime," says Farren. "It's a better way to keep track of crime. Prior to these detailed reports, we had none at all."

The Suffolk Journal
by Tony Ferullo

"Good ol' Charlie? You doing a story on Charlie?" exclaimed Suffolk basketball player Steve Forlizzi, his eyes gleaming with approval. Steve was tugging on his uniform in the visiting team locker room at Salem State College last Thursday evening, before the Rams' final regular-season game of this 1976-77 campaign. "Charlie," said Forlizzi, "is a real super guy."

"I just take life as it comes. I love sports. All sports. I get a great feeling watching a game."

His name is Charles William Melanson, he is 48 years old, and for the past eight years has served as the equipment manager for both the basketball and baseball teams at Suffolk University.

There is a special dimension, however, to his story. Charlie Melanson is physically handicapped.

No matter what their disabilities are, all handicapped persons face similar problems. Perhaps the most important problem of a handicapped person is his feeling of being alone. He knows that his handicap makes him different from other people. He fears that others may not accept him because of his disability. The handicapped person must develop confidence in himself and learn to live within the limits of his disability.

This is exactly what Charlie Melanson has done.

"I just take life as it naturally comes," he said. "I love sports. All sports. I get a great feeling inside watching a good ballgame. It perks me up. It really does."

Handicapped since birth by a malformed arm, Charlie is one of five children. He has lived in East Cambridge his entire life, graduating from special school at age 13.

"Was it tough growing up as a kid?" I said, curiously.

"Oh, sure, it was," remarked Charlie. "There were a number of problems that I had to contend with. Yet, none of them were too drastic to come to handle. I just took everything in stride."

On his school days were over, Melanson was undecided about what he wanted to do. "I spent most of my time in the Park and Recreation Department," he says. "I helped organize the different teams for the junior high and the little kids. It was fun. I had a good time doing that."

Walter "Buddy" King, a two-sport captain at Suffolk, was the man responsible for bringing Charlie to the Beacon Hill athletic scene.

"Charlie does a fantastic job for us. He is a beautiful human being. He is beloved by all."

"Buddy was a very close friend of mine," commented Melanson. "You see, I was always a heavy person. In fact, it was only about 13 or 14 years ago that I weighed 250 pounds. I was under strict doctor's orders to lose some weight immediately. So I was put on a special exercise program down at the Cambridge Y. This is where I met Buddy. He used to help me work out.

"Then one day after I finished my exercises, Buddy took me upstairs where the Suffolk basketball team was practicing. While watching practice, I began roaming around the gym, picking up stray basketballs and putting them in the bag. After talking with Mr. Law (S.U. athletic director and head coach) and Mr. Nelson (assistant coach), they asked me if I'd be interested in being the team's equipment manager. I said 'yes' right away. And I've been doing it ever since."

Continuing exercise has paid off. Once passing for the twin-brother of Oliver Hardy, Charlie can presently be mistaken for Stanley Laurel. He tips the scale at only 130 pounds.

"You know, it wasn't easy losing all that weight," he declared. "I did and still do an incredible load of walking."

It's healthy for you. I also had to cut down on sweets and fat foods. Believe me, that was rough. It was all for the best, though. That's for sure. I feel really good."

Even though he doesn't average 20 points a game or possess a batting average of .410, Charlie Melanson contributes a large share to the athletic program at Suffolk.

"Charlie does just a fantastic job for us," said Rams head basketball coach Tom Walash. "He is a beautiful human being. Everyone has something good to say about Charlie. He is a very easy person to get along with."

Jim Nelson, Rams' acting head basketball coach, also speaks highly of Melanson. "His physical handicap hasn't deterred him from his avocation of the sporting world," said Nelson. "He is beloved by all Suffolk University basketball and baseball players, past and present."

"I'm Suffolk's number one fan. I always cheer the teams on from start to finish. I love them."

Much of what can be said about Charlie Melanson can be expressed merely by watching him at Suffolk sporting events. He is that well-dressed gentleman at the far end of the team bench, hands folded, head high, intensely focusing on the action.

"I'm Suffolk's number one fan," shouted Charlie, confidently. "I al- ways cheer the teams on from start to finish. I love them."

Much of what can be said about Charlie Melanson is the same as what can be said about Suffolk University basketball. Whether playing before the Rams' final regular-season game against Becker College, or against the nationally ranked University of Connecticut, Charlie Meianson is there. He is beloved by all Suffolk University basketball and baseball players, past and present.

"Charlie is the mother hen of the basketball team," says Suffolk team- ager Steve Madden. "He likes to have all the players under his wings. He is a constant worrier. Always making sure that the players have their right warmup jacket on or if they need something to be taken care of. That's just the type of person he is. Charlie is everybody's friend."

WANTED: ACTORS & ACTRESSES For WSUB's ORIGINAL COMEDY "TELEVISION" SHOW. If interested, contact Barry at WSFR Ext. 324 or 323-7644.
Changing the Ram's nickname: a case for the Lawyers

by Steve Walenski

In the four years that I have been at Suffolk University, I have always wondered why the basketball teams were called the "Rams." One major reason for my interest is that I feel the nickname Rams (although given and commonly used by other colleges) does not lend sufficient identity to the university's athletic teams.

It seems as if there has always been a lack of identity of Suffolk's undergraduate school and athletic teams by the public, the media, and, most importantly, by other neighboring high schools and colleges. For example, the majority of people understand Mass Amherst to be the University of Massachusetts Amherst and the name Rams has hindered the university's identity to the teams and it would be easier for the public and the media to remember. Let's face it, how many people may argue that the State University of New York at Albany (ERAU) is called the Albany Great Danes, but even the Danes are not that widely used?

Changing the nickname from Rams to Lawyers is possible. For example, in 1948 the nickname Royals stayed with the teams until 1950 when again a poll was taken by the students on appreciation day, and another poll was taken by the Suffolk University Publicity and Relations, said, "I like the idea of having a nickname that was totally representative of the student's ideas of a name for their teams." Nickname suggestions came in by the thousands on the "Archers," in honor of Gleason Archer, the founder of Suffolk University, but the clubs were subject to sportswriters barbs, claiming that Suffolk University would be called the "Archers." Other suggestions that were submitted were the "Beacons," the "Pilgrims," and the "Royals." The name Royale was liked best by the student populace, but also have very good nicknames better recognized by writers and the public.

However, undergraduate students complained that the Lawyers was not a nickname that was totally representative of the university. So in 1948 a poll was taken by Suffolk and a nickname that would fit the students' ideas of a nickname for their teams. Nickname suggestions came in by the thousands on the "Archers," in honor of Gleason Archer, the founder of Suffolk University, but the clubs were subject to sportswriters barbs, claiming that Suffolk University would be called the "Archers." Other suggestions that were submitted were the "Beacons," the "Pilgrims," and the "Royals." The name Royale was liked best by the student populace, and Royale was accepted by the students until 1950 when again another poll was taken by the students on appreciation day, and the name Royale was officially accepted by the students and athletic department.

Another problem with identifying Suffolk is that there are no landmarks, as it is hidden between the State House and Beacon Hill. Many Suffolk students and athletic department associate law and lawyers with Suffolk University. Suffolk being called the Lawyers rather than Suffolk would be for the benefit of the entire administrative department as well as the undergraduate school. What do you think? If you have any ideas, drop them off at the Journal, RL-11.

TUTORS WANTED FOR COPELY SQUARE HIGH

They have forwarded an urgent request for student volunteers to tutor high school students in basic math skills. Currently as part of our math help center school project, Suffolk assists Copley with their remedial math laboratory where students on an individual basis complete sections of programmed workbooks in addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, decimals, percentages, etc.

Any students interested in working for an hour or two one day a week from February 28 to April 15, call the Speech Department (Ext. 236 or 237) or Alan Kennedy (698-2904) or the Math Chairman of Copley, Ann Grady, at her home (265-6603).

Tutors are needed during the following time periods, Monday through Friday:

| Period 1 | 7:45 to 8:25 |
| Period 2 | 8:25 to 9:06 |
| Period 3 | 9:06 to 9:42 |
| Period 5 | 11:02 to 11:42 |
| Period 7 | 12:25 to 1:06 |

Power of the Mind

James J. Mapes

ESP • HYPNOSIS

"Mind-expanding, superb, so astounding you must see him to believe"

TOTAL AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

1:00 P.M., Thursday, March 10

Suffolk University Auditorium

FREE TO ALL

An SGA Program Production
The mystery of beached whales

by Carla Skinder

The pilot whales, all 135 of them, swam up on the beach one day last month and died there. A local marine scientist labeled the event a "mass suicide" as they were known in the South, swimming in a frenzied and unusual manner. Black通知ed the Florida Marine Patrol. Immediately after the initial sight-

For the next seven days, scientists, U.S. Navy personnel, law enforce-

ment agents and volunteers worked feverishly to autopsy 135 pilot whales. This strand is the world's largest mammals. The drama began when Horace Black, owner of a local marina, sighted the "blackfish," as they are known in the South, swimming in a frenzied and unusual manner. Black notified the Florida Marine Patrol. Immediately after the initial sight-

ing, local volunteers turned out in force to try to keep the animals alive. Water was sprayed over them with fire hoses to prevent sunburn, and their bodies were rolled periodically to prevent lung congestion while boosting the animals repeatedly into deeper waters only to strand again and die.

The National Marine Fisheries Service agents arrived on the scene Monday to aid the Marine Patrol in keeping unauthorized persons away from the dead and dying animals. But biologists from the University of Florida had arrived to take fresh tissue specimens for research as they were evicted from the beach when the National Marine Fisheries agent in charge of the area decided that the scientific priority should go to Dr. James Mead of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. Mead was curator of the Marine Mammal Department and a man with six years experience in whales and whale strandings.

The scientists arrived Monday evening to find an array of irate biologists demanding reasons for the lack of progress in biological sampling, since time is a critical factor in such matters. Thus the decision of the National Marine Fisheries agent to delay investigation until the Smithsonian was on the site caused the Institution to get a very bad press reception.

letters

continued from page 2

status for the hockey team being a current one (or is it an issue?) I thought that perhaps the Athletic Direc-
tor would have attended at least one game to view the team first hand. He did not attend any games.

The basketball team at Suffolk rec-

ceived much publicity in the school's media, had a bus for the fans to at-
tend and a Salem sponsored game and posted a winning season. The hockey team received no publicity, forfeited the team bus for fans to attend a tournament game (to which 10 fans attended) and had a winning record.

The Suffolk Journal requires that all ads and letters submitted must be typewritten and turned in by 5 p.m. Tuesday, prior to Friday's publication date.

Letters are to be addressed to the editor-in-chief, RL 19, 41 Temple St., bearing a signature and requested publication date.

The Journal, because of space limitation, reserves the right to edit any submitted copy.

The Revised Passes will be:

Plan A (New) 25c Bus Only 79.00
Plan B 25c Rapid Transit Only (Old Price 99.60 New Price 99.00)
Plan C 45c Rapid Transit and Streetcar (Old Price 17.20 New Price 16.02)
Plan D 50c Rapid Transit, Bus, Streetcar, Express Bus (Old Price 19.00 New Price 18.00)
Plan E 75c Rapid Transit, Bus, Streetcar and Express Bus (Old Price 32.80 New Price 32.00)
Plan F (New) 95c System Pass Valid for everything except commuter rail service ($34.20)

Please fill out the revised application in duplicate which can be obtained at the activities office along with your check payable to Suffolk University and issue both with the pass program representatives.

The Rathskeller that was scheduled for Friday, March 4 has been cancelled. The next Rathskeller will be the St. Patrick's Rathskeller on Wed., March 16. We hope to see you then.

Pin Mate

This work of Kaiser, a German dramatist, is a clever example of what is known as "line pinning." A move of the White Bishop does not pin the Black Queen to a single square, but rather to a whole line. In this case she has freedom to check the White King once the White Bishop moves, and then combines with the whale's natural strong social bond, which may then trigger a stranding.

When answers are found to the cause of whale strandings, even that may not be enough to prevent them. At the present, aquaculturists and institutions with proper facilities are hoping to be able to keep some of the animals alive for scientific research and educational display purposes, since there is apparently little chance of being able to return them to their natural habitat.

In this most recent stranding, several schools and museums were able to collect fetuses and skulls for biological and educational studies. The remaining carcasses were returned to nature as sanitary landfill. In our present state of knowledge, it was the best society could do in Florida this month.
Goats win ninth straight game to take R.I. Club Tournament

by Jon Gottlieb

The Goats won their ninth straight game Sunday, and in the process took home the club tournament championship at the hands of Rhode Island College, 6-2 at the Arena in North Providence.

Again, it wasn’t easy, as they had to battle back from a 2-0 deficit in the first period to catch an erratic R.I.C. defense off in the next two periods.

The Massachusetts entry scored six goals in a row from five players, (Donovan Little, John Johnson, Jeff Ruciana, Donn Swiren, Gendrel and Foley), constant pressure on the Suffolk goal was turned back by the fast reactions of Richie Gibbons, who stopped many late scoring chances, keeping R.I.C. frustrated. Suffolk fell behind 2-0. It was a first period of feeling each other out. Both teams had their early scoring chances going wide of the net, bunted plays, and the like. R.I.C. (losers to Suffolk in two previous meetings), scored at 2:59 by defenseman Al Scambano and with an abnormal amount of penalties were called in the period: seven on Suffolk, four on R.I.C., with the ref calling the hitting excessively fast.

A clutch goal by Brian Doonan with only .01 left in the period, his third in seven games, tied the game 2-2 at the end of the first period, 2-1.

A strong attack and fast moving plays by the Suffolk team went into effect in the second period. They went from trailing 2-1 at the beginning of the period to a 3-2 lead at the next intermission. The team’s pattern in turning sluggish first periods into hard working later periods happened again tonight. Suffolk still had to play good defensive and offensive play with open men. Gibbons held his own, however. He was tough especially on defense off in the next two periods.

Doonan then did a little magic of his own. He broke off of the bench, alone and turned the puck into the R.I.C. zone. Brian then faked Center Joe Grecchia left, went right, and then turned the puck to Doonan. Doonan put one high into the left corner for the final count of 6-2. The curtain fell on Rhode Island College, and Suffolk had won a tournament crown.

Richie Gibbons summed the whole season up in a few lines, “It’s a big win for us. We scored 12 goals and Dono had 4. We ended up coming back to where it’s 11-9 now. Pretty good hockey.”

Rams topple Salem State

by Mark Jago

A combination of explosive offensive play and tight defense from Donovan Little and Rick Reno thrusted Suffolk to the top of the SUNYAC with a 5-2 win over Salem College 92-90 last week in the Rams’ final regular season game.

Both teams played a solid first half, Patrick Ryan (19) got it started, 9-6, and then Little, the Rams’ top scorer, got it again, 9-7. Pat took the puck down the ice and put it past goalie Jerry Cote in a great pad save and a stop on a breakaway with that quick glove, respectively. The Goats still applied the pressure, as Frank Gendrel blasted an ice level shot in the left corner for a 2-2 cushion. R.I.C. seemed to take a lead in pepper Gibbons. However, some of the finest “Gibber” moves of the year in terms of quickness helped close the game to 2-2.

Doonan then did a little magic of his own. He broke off of the bench, alone and turned the puck into the R.I.C. zone. Brian then faked Center Joe Grecchia left, went right, and then turned the puck to Doonan. Doonan put one high into the left corner for the final count of 6-2. The curtain fell on Rhode Island College, and Suffolk had won a tournament crown.

Richie Gibbons summed the whole season up in a few lines, “It’s a big win for us. We scored 12 goals and Dono had 4. We ended up coming back to where it’s 11-9 now. Pretty good hockey.”

Rams snap tie, Goats win

by Jon Gottlieb

Earl Johnson scored a goal with 2:41 left in the game to break a 6-5 tie, as the Suffolk Goats eliminated the University of Rhode Island, 6-5, in the club tournament played at the North Providence Arena last Saturday. The win propelled them into the finals against Rhode Island College, who beat Connecticut Division, 7-5, in the other semi-final match. U.R.I. vaulted above the .500 mark, (10-9), for the first time this year.

The wacky thing about Johnson’s goal was the fact that goaltender Ralowell giving up the goal didn’t notice what he thought was a penalty call coming up against Suffolk. It turned out that the referee was still trying to decide what team to call it on. There was no whistle, so Earl Johnson, who had the puck right at the blue line, decided to hit into an empty net, with Griffin still at the blue line.

As Johnson Most would say when he’s covering the Celtics, the goalie and the coach caught themselves shell shocked time. Paul Vatalaro hit his head on the board after a rough checking time. Paul Vatalaro couldn’t wipe it off,” Coach Chris Doonan said to me, "I don’t think he saw so soon.

Snow added, “Somehow or other, Mark Gerrish came out of there and it was just a bonanza. Earl was flabbergasted. And it was a good shot to boot.”

The Goats beat URI for the first time this year after two straight losses. URI’s record dropped to 10-9-1.

Eight netmen turn out for spring debut

by Frank Perella

The Suffolk University tennis team held its first practice and tryout session Tuesday and only eight players showed up.

Coach Bob Stack said he expects to see five or six more players to show in the following weeks. Stack was pleased at the performance of the players that were there.

Among the players there were Tony Gentile and Bob Martin, the team’s one-two punch. Tony and Bob continued on p. 12

U.R.I. had plenty of scoring chances all around goalie Richie Gibbons. Suffolk had trouble getting the puck out of their zone. Hard checking by the two clubs kept both schools cautious.

Suffolk then put together an impressive scoring streak. Brian Doonan scored two, (the first and tying goals), in between one by Tom Foley, the only other player to put one past Griffin in the final minutes. That was one against Earl Johnson didn’t expect to see so soon.

Snow added, “Somehow or other, Wings Mark Gerrish came out of there and it was just a bonanza. Earl was flabbergasted. And it was a good shot to boot.”

The Goats beat URI for the first time this year after two straight losses. URI’s record dropped to 10-9-1.

Rams’ Ramblings

by Don Grennan

For the third year in a row the Rams basketball team has been invited to play in the NCAA Division III Northeast Regional Tournament. TV time for tonight’s game against Boston State is 8:30. Tournament host Brandeis will face Worcester State in the second game at 8:30. The championship game is tomorrow night at 8:30 with the consolation game slated for 6:30. Tickets are on sale in the cafeteria. Reserved seats are $2.50 and unreserved are $2.00. . . . Coach JAMES NELSON plans to utilize STEVE REILIAN AND RICK RENO in the center position in place of injured captain CHRIST TOSIOTS. To prove that he wasn’t through for the season, Reno contributed a season high 24 points in the team’s final regular season game against Salem State . . . . The Goats won the club hockey tournament down at the North Providence Arena last weekend by defeating U.R.I. in the semi-finals 6-5 and R.I.C. in the finals. The two wins made it nine straight for the Goats making their record on the season 9-8, pushing them over the .500 mark for the first time this year . . . . The first round of the Law School intramural basketball playoffs begin today. Teams will be announced today. Some of this year’s games will be played at the Cambridge Y . . . . The Men’s varsity team held their first practice last Tuesday at the Charles River Park Indoor Tennis Club.
Rams in tournament for third straight year
by Tony Ferullo

For the third consecutive year the Suffolk University basketball team has been invited to participate in the NCAA Division III Northeast Regional Tournament.

The tournament will be held tonight and tomorrow, March 4 and 5 at Brandeis University, Waltham.

The Rams (15-8) will play Boston State (22-2, before playing at Tufts on Wednesday) in the opening game tonight at 6:30 p.m. Brandeis (15-8, before playing at Bowdoin on Wednesday) will meet Worcester State (17-8) at 8:30 p.m. The winners will tangle for the championship tomorrow at 8:30 p.m. with the losers playing a consolation game at 6:30 p.m.

According to past tourney experiences, the Suffolk-Boston State encounter should be a real dandy. The Rams upset the Warriors two years ago, 80-75, in overtime, while State prevailed last season, 108-101, in the consolation game.

Boston State is a multi-talented unit, which relies chiefly on the fast break and a street-gang style, pressure defense for its success. The Warriors offensive attack is well-balanced, as six different players are averaging nine points or better per contest. Suffolk, on the other hand, has had more ups and downs this season than the elevators in the Fenton Building. Their inconsistent approach to team play has been a drastic problem throughout.

Offensively, too many of the Ram players have a tendency to hoist jump shots from outside the perimeter shooting dangerous jumpers. They have failed to establish any court control pattern underneath. This has cost them plenty.

Defense has not exactly been the Rams forte, either. They are getting murdered off the boards at a continuing rate, letting opponents muscle their way inside for solid position at both ends of the floor.

Suffolk's starting center Chris Tsiotos is listed as "doubtful" for any playoff action. The 6-5 senior captain broke a small bone in his left foot against Brandeis just two weeks ago.

"He is having the worst-off season of his career," said Rams acting head coach Jim Nelson, "but it is extremely doubtful that he could see service for any playoff games."

In place of Tsiotos, the Rams will start either 6-8 junior Rick Reno or 6-3 senior Steve Relihan in the pivot.

At center, it's 6-6 Mike Sarsfield vs. either Reno or Relihan. Sarsfield, a sweet-shooting senior, is the Warriors leading scorer (16.4) and rebounder (14.1). The third-leading scorer in Boston State history, Sarsfield moves very well without the ball and possesses fine court sense. Reno is coming off his best game of the year, a 24-point outburst against Salem State in the Rams final regular-season battle of the year. Relihan is simply a veteran player who makes very few mistakes.

At one forward, Bruno Giles, a 6-3 whiz, pairs up with 6-4 Donovan Little of the Rams. Giles (14.1 points and eight rebounds each tilt) is simply a superb player. Just a sophomore, Giles can score on a variety of ways. He is also well known for his leaping credentials, getting as high on his jumps to change the lightbulbs in most arenas. Little is Mr. Big for Suffolk, leading the club in both scoring (21.0) and rebounding (10.4).

At the other forward, 6-1 Jim Mouse will be countered with the Rams 6-4 Pat Ryan. Despite his lack of size, Mouse is a tremendous jumper. In fact, Mouse (9.0) knows how to take off and use Sarsfield's sharp offensive skill well. His high-arching jump shot is especially effective on the wing of the fast break. Ryan (16.5) is one of the area's top outside marksmen. If he starts cooking, watch out.

In the backcourt, 6-4 Dave Barrett (14.1) and 5-10 Sillar Dobson (9.4) will start for the Warriors and be matched against the Beacon Hill duo of 6-2 Nicky Tsitotos and 5-10 Bobby Mello, respectively. Barrett, a good scorer, runs the show at the point, while Dobson likes to spread around and contribute a little bit of everything. For Suffolk, Tsitotos and Mello can both fill it from the outside, with Mello in command of the ball and Tsitotos mixing-it-up from the wing.

"It should be a terrific game," said Boston State's S.I.D. (Sports Information Director), Dave Roberts. "I'll tell you, that Suffolk team really scares us. They have seven or eight players that can definitely play the game."

As far as bench support is concerned, Boston State has 12 men who have contributed to a productive cast. While the Rams go to people like Relihan, guard Steve Forlizzi and forward Joe Pembroke, the Warriors have no such quality reserves as forwards Ray Buckland (10.4 in a sixth man role, and he's only a freshman), Eddy Woods, Bob Grasias and Bob Redman, plus guard Mike Harrison.

Nelson freely admits that he is totally confident about the Rams chances against Boston State. "The players have been fired-up at practice all week long," proclaimed Nelson, cracking a smile. "I'm extremely optimistic that we will get the job done. This entire team is in the proper frames of mind. We're ready to go."

Did you know...

...that to do good is better than to inherit intelligence.
...that there will be a lecture on the History of Women's History, Monday March 7, 2:00 p.m., in F134.
...that there will be a Pre (Mid-Term) Exam Group session to help educate students on proper study habits, to do good is better than to inherit intelligence.
...that March 23 is the deadline date to register for the April 23 testing of the G.R.E. aptitude tests. Application forms are available in the Dean of Students office, Archer 26.
...that from Hapiness to sorrow takes a moment; from sorrow to happiness takes years.
...that there will be a lecture on the History of Women's History, Monday March 7, 2:00 p.m., in F134.
...that to do good is better than to inherit intelligence.
...that there will be a Pre (Mid-Term) Exam Group session to help educate students on proper study habits, to do good is better than to inherit intelligence.
...that March 23 is the deadline date to register for the April 23 testing of the G.R.E. aptitude tests. Application forms are available in the Dean of Students office, Archer 26.
The director literally turned himself inside-out over Casanova. It's the stuff of his own fantastic innards. Two years, $12 million and generous talent went into its creation. It is an eye-popping extravaganza in the Fellini grand manner, filled with garbage and glory — overblown, overstated, grotesque for its own sake and for effect. But it is more. Fellini has always been infatuated with the raucous tradition of Italian comedy, specifically Commedia dell'Arte with its clowns. Casanova is nothing short of a huge, vile black comedy well within the Italian school. And to know this type of entertainment is to love it. 

Fellini's Casanova has not been met with much love so far. It has been royally panned, in fact; denounced as awful, self-indulgent, oppressive. . . . mere Felliniesque pyrotechnics at the expense of content. This is partially true. But, here again, to know Federico Fellini is to love him. And Casanova is not so far removed even from Fellini's earliest films. Its genuine horror is deliberate, well-controlled and not for nothing. That the film is ostensibly about sex is nothing short of a ghastly mask. A theme that has fixed itself thorough­out his work. In fact, the character of Casanova himself, who was a brilliant rogue, soldier-of-fortune and coxcomb extraordinaire, hardly inter­ests Fellini at all. Fellini's Casanova is a preposterous, malignant caricature of life as abject servitude to lust. Desire as a self-consuming di­sorder is sometimes under­estimated. Eros as unstatifiable obses­sion is sometimes over­estimated. 

Casanova is a stunningly disgusting film, a lewd, posed-up portrait of the rake. But as sheer cinema, But for all its excesses, Casanova is a film that is not without its merits. Its genuine horror is deliberate, well-controlled and not for nothing. That the film is ostensibly about sex is nothing short of a ghastly mask. A theme that has fixed itself thorough­out his work. In fact, the character of Casanova himself, who was a brilliant rogue, soldier-of-fortune and coxcomb extraordinaire, hardly inter­ests Fellini at all. Fellini's Casanova is a preposterous, malignant caricature of life as abject servitude to lust. Desire as a self-consuming di­sorder is sometimes under­estimated. Eros as unstatifiable obses­sion is sometimes over­estimated. 

Casanova is a stunningly disgusting film, a lewd, posed-up portrait of the rake. But as sheer cinema, But for all its excesses, Casanova is a film that is not without its merits. Its genuine horror is deliberate, well-controlled and not for nothing. That the film is ostensibly about sex is nothing short of a ghastly mask. A theme that has fixed itself thorough­out his work. In fact, the character of Casanova himself, who was a brilliant rogue, soldier-of-fortune and coxcomb extraordinaire, hardly inter­ests Fellini at all. Fellini's Casanova is a preposterous, malignant caricature of life as abject servitude to lust. Desire as a self-consuming di­sorder is sometimes under­estimated. Eros as unstatifiable obses­sion is sometimes over­estimated.
Production begins on Moonchildren
by Ed Butts
College kids today have it easy. Ten years ago you had to worry about the draft, and about being 'relevant.' Today the only worry is the relatively minor subject of grades.

Moonchildren, a comic play in two acts now in rehearsal at Suffolk, renews interest in one of the least talked about genres of music: country. The Estes Boys, a band of guitarists and a banjo player, use their music to mirror the style of Moonchildren. Their music is a cross between blues, country, and rock. They combine tinny cries, harmonica, and the result is a versatile sound. The Estes Boys are part of a new breed termed "progressive-country." Their music is ever-changing, the type of a pedal-steel guitar with the melodic undercurrent of a well-played piano and the gutty bite of a flat lead guitar. They are a band of musicians, a steady drum beat, and an occasional blue harmonica, and the result is a versatile package just waiting to be opened.

The force behind the Estes Boys is Allen Estes, a tall, muscular man in his mid-twenties. He slightly resembles Jonathan Edwards. Wearing jeans, a white shirt, and a blue denim shirt, he is the picture of "country.

Allen's band, the Estes Boys, had a different sound. Allen says, "We're really well accepted in the country.

We've been playing up and down the east coast," says Allen. "We really do good up in New Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont because we're enough of a twist that the old folks can dig us, but the young folks can too."

"We're really well accepted in the country."

The Estes Boys are a touring band. They combine the tinny cries of blues, country, and rock. The Estes Boys are a band of guitarists and a banjo player, using their music to mirror the style of Moonchildren. Their music is a cross between blues, country, and rock. They combine tinny cries, harmonica, and the result is a versatile sound. The Estes Boys are part of a new breed termed "progressive-country." Their music is ever-changing, the type of a pedal-steel guitar with the melodic undercurrent of a well-played piano and the gutty bite of a flat lead guitar. They are a band of musicians, a steady drum beat, and an occasional blue harmonica, and the result is a versatile package just waiting to be opened.

The force behind the Estes Boys is Allen Estes, a tall, muscular man in his mid-twenties. He slightly resembles Jonathan Edwards. Wearing jeans, a white shirt, and a blue denim shirt, he is the picture of "country.

Allen's band, the Estes Boys, had a different sound. Allen says, "We're really well accepted in the country."

We've been playing up and down the east coast," says Allen. "We really do good up in New Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont because we're enough of a twist that the old folks can dig us, but the young folks can too."

"We're really well accepted in the country."

The Estes Boys are a touring band. They combine the tinny cries of blues, country, and rock. The Estes Boys are a band of guitarists and a banjo player, using their music to mirror the style of Moonchildren. Their music is a cross between blues, country, and rock. They combine tinny cries, harmonica, and the result is a versatile sound. The Estes Boys are part of a new breed termed "progressive-country." Their music is ever-changing, the type of a pedal-steel guitar with the melodic undercurrent of a well-played piano and the gutty bite of a flat lead guitar. They are a band of musicians, a steady drum beat, and an occasional blue harmonica, and the result is a versatile package just waiting to be opened.

The force behind the Estes Boys is Allen Estes, a tall, muscular man in his mid-twenties. He slightly resembles Jonathan Edwards. Wearing jeans, a white shirt, and a blue denim shirt, he is the picture of "country.

Allen's band, the Estes Boys, had a different sound. Allen says, "We're really well accepted in the country."

We've been playing up and down the east coast," says Allen. "We really do good up in New Hampshire, Maine, and Vermont because we're enough of a twist that the old folks can dig us, but the young folks can too."

"We're really well accepted in the country.

The Estes Boys are a touring band.
**Debaters hold 95 awards in 76-77**

by Patricia Maloney

Suffolk debaters brought home ten awards from a forensics tournament at Fordham University two weeks ago. The team of Barbara St. Andre (Government '79) and Ann Marie Sheurer (Crime & Deleinquency '79) placed second. Brian Greeley (Communications and Speech, '78) and Donald Ocurr (Government '79) were third.

In addition to the debate awards, first and second places in Oral Interpretation (Reading of Literature) were awarded to Scott Channell (Government, '79) and Brian McNulty (Government/Speech, '78).

Out of five awards in oratory, three were presented to Suffolk students. Brian Greeley, Ann Sheurer and Scott Channell.

This weekend, in addition to sending a team to the University of Massachusetts at Amherst for the Novice Debate Tournament, the Debate Society will sponsor the fourth Annual Speech Tournament for high school students as over 600 students from 37 schools in the state will begin competition in the auditorium at 8 a.m.

**tennis**

continued from page 8

are the top players on the squad and Coach Stack will be relying on them for most of the firepower this season. Also returning this year is senior Earl Johnson, a steady all-around performer. Johnson was among the players missing at the first practice.

Coach Stack plans to carry twelve players on the roster, but only eight will dress for the matches.

Practice will be held every Tuesday between 1-2 p.m. and Thursday between 1-3 p.m. in March at the Charles River Park Tennis Club. Outdoor practices will be held as soon as the weather improves.

"The tryouts are open to all students and I am still looking for good talent," emphasized Stack.

The team will be playing eight matches this year and it will begin its season on April 7 against Bentley. Also included on the schedule this year is Salem State, one of the top teams last year, and Merrimack and Lowell Tech, also tough teams.

The scoring of the matches is as follows. There is a total of nine points per match. Six single games and three doubles games will be worth one point each. Each game will be two out of three sets and the winner will be awarded one point toward the final score.

Stack also made it clear the team will not be picked until the final prac­tice. The reason is that Stack is using the ladder system, which means players will be competing against each other for spots on the squad.

"Anybody will get a chance to play against each other and a player may either move up or down the ladder."

**escape**

continued from page 9

Alpha Tau has taken this yearly trek to Bermuda for the past three years. Fraternity member Dave Silvey says, "It has been very successful." Presently five people have signed to con­tact Peter McCauley in the Phi Alpha Tau office in the Ridgeway Lane building.

The Afro American Society has organized a two-day trip to New York, open to all students on the weekend of March 26. After a bus ride to the "Big Apple," travelers will have a free afternoon and attend a Broadway play that evening.

The Tuu Kappa Epsipetion fraternity has rented a chalet for vacation week at Mount Whittier in Vermont open only to fraternity members.

The Quebec trip set by the Mod­ern Language Club was cancelled since the group couldn't get a 40 student minimum for the trip.

Most outside agencies offering college week deals to Florida and Ber­muda are filled. Whatever your va­cation may be, try not to die a beer­ death and make it back to bravely face part two of the Spring semester.

**smokin'**

continued from page 10

"Georgia Rhythm" and "Don't Miss The Message" are optimistic but cautious outlooks of life on the road and life in general. "Outside Woman Blues" is an updating of the Cream version from Disraeli Gears. The last two members are Dean Daughtry, keyboards, and Paul God­ward, bass. Both men add to the driv­ing power of Bailey and Cobb. Barry Bailey creates a style unlike any of his predecessors of guitar, refusing to copy the lead work of Duane Allman (the Emperor of "Southern Music") or settle for repetition as evident in "Georgia Rhythm." Bass player Bud Leary is a forceful rock without the use of mindless noise, is possible; rock can be beau­tiful along with being forceful.

The remainder of the album is good, unaltered rock. "Sky High" represents the exhilaration, the South and its sound.

**FOR SALE!**

Automatic, power steering, power brakes. Completely rebuilt engine has 15,000 miles on it. New or rebuilt parts include starter, generator, regulator, master cylinder, water pump, front disc brakes and rotors, much more. MICHELIN ZR ra­dials, KONI shocks, Diehard battery, CRAIG-JEN­SEN stereo system (optional), etc. Grey w/tan lea­ther. Carpeted interior is 100% perfect. Body par­tially restored. Meticulously maintained — over $3000 invested.

ASKING $1950.

Phone 848-4517 EVES